Abstract
Introduction
In more recent years, Peer-to-Peer (P2P) technology has come into vogue in the application fields of file sharing, Internet television, and music download, and ermerged many popular P2P applications such as BitTorrent, PPLive, eMule, FastTrack, eDonkey, PPStream and KuGoo. P2P traffic has become the main growth force of Internet traffic, and has brought immeasurable impact on the traditional Internet routing architecture [1] . Compared with traditional C/S network architecture, P2P application traffic have such characters as long connection time, high transmission rate, and huge bandwidth possession so on, resulting in a decline in normal network performance [2] . In the past few years, P2P applications consume a large amount of Internet network bandwidth [3] . P2P traffic identification can make Internet service providers (ISPs) better manage large network and improve the quality of network service [4] .
The existing P2P traffic identification technology mainly includes: well-known port identification, Deep Flow Inspection (DFI) and Deep Packet Inspection (DPI), etc. [5] . The early P2P applications used well-known ports for peer-to-peer communication, and now most P2P applications take dynamic ports to hide its traffic through firewall or avoid traffic monitoring devices. DFI indentifies P2P traffic in terms of some flow characters, such as average length of packets, average arriving interval of flow, the duration of the flow, and the ratio of upstream flow to downstream flow and so on, to judge whether the traffic fits P2P traffic characters [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . DPI is a kind of traffic detection and control technology based on application layer, and its test unit is a single integrated data packet. First, the DPI method predefines some specific signatures of P2P application as a feature library, and then scans the data packets to match signatures in the feature library to identify whether the packet is a P2P packet in the whole scanning process [12] . The core of DPI-based P2P traffic identification Copyright ⓒ 2013 SERSC system is a multiple pattern string matching algorithm. At present, AC, Wu-Manber and SBOM are the most wildly used multiple pattern string matching algorithms. Because DPI methods scan the complete packet, it is difficult to scan all packets through ISP routers. At present, it is an effective means to recognize P2P traffic combined with sampling-based DPI methods [13] [14] [15] .
On the basis of above AC matching algorithm, combined with the DPI sampling method and the trust strategy, an adaptive trust sampling (ATS) method is proposed in this paper. We set the trust value to the nodes of P2P networks, and increase sampling frequency to nodes with higher trust degree, while decreasing sampling frequency to nodes with lower trust degree. We can dynamically adjust some sampling characteristics to reduce the resource consumption of the system and assure the accuracy of sampling through this trust strategy. In this paper, Section 2 presents a system environment and proposes a framework for P2P traffic identification. Section 3 proposes an ATS strategy and algorithm. Then, we give experimental environment, sampling results and analyses in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes the work. Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of system deployment environment for P2P traffic inspection. There are three routers R1, R2 and R3. For example, if R1 wants to monitor P2P traffic status of its access nodes, R1 would deploy a mirror port and copy traffic through R1 to its mirror port. So, access nodes such as A, B and C would not be affected when R1 scans them. Then, we can connect the P2P traffic monitoring device to the mirror port. Theoretically, we can capture all packets through the router [15] . The internal of the P2P traffic monitoring device maintains a two-dimensional table for each access node of the router to allocate a record. Then, the relative parameters such as sampling cycle, trust degree value, sampling ratio, ratio estimator and so on are set up for each node. Due to the limitation of conditions, we only use one record to establish simulative experiment for a single node. Figure 2 is an adaptive trust sampling framework diagram for P2P traffic inspection. When the system starts initialization, the strategy selection module selects strategy from the sample strategy set. According to selected strategy and initialized trust degree value, the sample ratio calculation module calculates the sample ratio of the first sampling cycle and delivers to the sampling packets module. Then, the sampling packets module extracts a portion of packets from the sniffer packets module according to sample ratio, and delivers to the DPI identification module. Next, the DPI identification module analyzes P2P packets in terms of the DPI feature lib and estimates the P2P traffic ratio of current sampling cycle. In the end, the trust calculation module calculates trust degree value of the next sampling cycle in terms of P2P traffic ratio of current sampling cycle, and delivers trust degree value of the next sampling cycle to the sample ratio calculation module. Hereto, the system enters the next sampling period. 
System Environment and Proposed Framework

System Deployment Environment for P2P Traffic Inspection
An Adaptive Trust Sampling Framework for P2P Traffic Inspection
Adaptive Trust Sampling Strategy and Algorithm
Sampling Strategies
At present, there are some mature sampling methods such as simple random sampling (SRS), stratified random sampling, multistage sampling and so on. We choose the SRS strategy and the linear systematic sampling strategy, and view each cycle as a whole sampling process.
(1) The Simple Random Sampling Strategy
The simple random sampling means each sample is chosen randomly and entirely by chance, such that each individual has the same probability of being chosen at any stage during the sampling process. Supposed that the sample size is n , the number of population is N , the sampling ratio is / f n N  , and the theoretic or true proportion of P2P traffic is P . The n samples are formed a simple random sample while n samples is chosen. Estimator p is the approximate evaluation of population N proportion through sample observation, and p is an unbiased estimation of P . The mean square error ()
MES p of P is:
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The confidence interval of estimator N is a random sequence without any rules, then:
, else if the population N is a sequence with some rules, then: 
An Adaptive Trust Sampling Strategy
The main idea of P2P trust sampling is: the higher trust degree value of node, the least sampling ratio or sample size, vice versa. Usage of different sampling rate aiming at different situations not only can save system resources, but also enhance the sampling purpose. Based on the above idea, we propose an ATS strategy. Figure 4 is a sketch map of the ATS Cycles. In Figure 4 , T, f and p respectively represent trust degree value, sampling ratio and estimator of ratio. Seen from Figure 4 , the strategy presets trust degree value before a sample cycle, then starts sampling after sampling ration is determined, and obtains estimator of ratio and mean square error of estimator by sample observation. Before the start of the next sampling cycle, the strategy calculates trust degree value of the next sampling cycle in terms of estimator of the previous cycle, and determines the sampling ratio of the next sampling cycle, then starts sampling the next sampling cycle. 
Formula 10 is the extension of formula 9:
We can extend formula 8 to achieve the ATS strategy purpose, the higher trust degree value of node, the least sampling ratio, vice versa. 2 ( 1)
, where parameters a and b meet the condition of Figure 5 is the flow chart of an adaptive sampling algorithm based on SRS method. Before starting sampling, the algorithm initializes trust degree value t, period counter N, and packet
An Adaptive Trust Sampling Algorithm
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Copyright ⓒ 2013 SERSC counter i. Then, the algorithm calculates sampling ratio f, and allocates dynamic sample pool space pos*(n). The algorithm uses reservoir sampling, and pre-allocates n positions in the sampling pool space. As the packets arrive, the corresponding mapping position represents the chosen sample of the packets. The reservoir sampling is realized based on Knuth sampling algorithm. Now, the traffic sampling begins. The counter i will add 1 when a packet flows, and the algorithm will judge whether counter i is equal to the position value of sampling pool. If equal, the packet will be chosen and delivered to the DPI module and the index of the sampling pool will plus 1, else the algorithm compares counter i and N for equality to judge whether the current sampling period is over. If i is less than N, the algorithm will continue monitoring the traffic, else the algorithm finished the current sampling cycle. Then, the algorithm calculates the estimator of ratio P in terms of the P2P traffic recognition results of the DPI module, resets the counter, and releases the sampling pool space. Then, the algorithm will process the next sampling period by calculating the trust degree value of the next sampling cycle according to estimator of ratio. 
Experiment Results and Analyses
Experimental Environment
We use a computer to simulate an ISP router, take P2P protocol BitTorrent as a test protocol, and utilize a BitTorrent-based P2P file sharing tool BitComet 0.59 to share 1G file in P2P network. Then, we use the test program developed by Visual C++ 6.0 to compare different P2P traffic sampling strategies such as SRS strategy and ATS strategy. The initialized parameters of the experiment are as follows. (1) the given lower limit of sample size in a cycle is m n =30. Table 1 is signatures of peer wire message protocol in BitTorrent. We use these signatures to establish DPI feature lib to recognize BitTorrent packets. Seen from the table, the starting position of signatures at BitTorrent packets is 0 or 3, and the length of signatures is lesser than 20 bytes. In order to reduce the system load and decrease the matching length, the sniffer packets module of the test program only extracts the first 40 bytes of all packets to deliver the DPI identification module. 
Sampling Results and Analyses
The experiment captures about 333,000 packets. We set 1000 packets as a sampling cycle, so there are 333 sampling cycles in the experiment. Figure 6 and Figure 7 show that the true P2P ratio, the SRS ratio estimator of P2P ratio and the ATS ratio estimator of P2P ratio. In order to improve the discrimination of three fold lines, the ordinate values of the ATS ratio estimator of P2P ratio all plus 1 in Figure 6 and Figure 7 , while the ordinate values of true P2P ratio plus 2 in Figure 6 and Figure 7 . In the macroscopic view, there is not obvious International Journal of Grid and Distributed Computing Vol. 6, No.6 (2013) 
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Copyright ⓒ 2013 SERSC variation among the true P2P ratio, the SRS ratio estimator of P2P ratio and the ATS ratio estimator of P2P ratio. Figure 8 and Figure 9 show that the absolute error among true P2P ratio, the SRS ratio estimator of P2P ratio and the ATS ratio estimator of P2P ratio. Seen from figure 8 and figure  9 , both the absolute errors of the SRS ratio estimator of P2P ratio and the ATS ratio estimator of P2P ratio are almost less than 0.05. Compared with SRS strategy, during the period of sampling process from the 181 st cycle to the 333 rd cycle, the absolute errors of P2P ratio estimator of ATS strategy appear obvious fluctuations. Through analysis and observation, the sample size is the key factor to lead to obvious fluctuations of the absolute errors of P2P ratio estimator of ATS strategy. The sample size of the ATS strategy in each sampling cycle ranged from 30 to 606. We can obtain function relationship between sample size n and absolute error d by calculating the mean values of absolute error d with respect to sample size n. Figure 10 is the variation diagram of absolute error of estimator with respect to sample size ranged from 30 to 666. Seen from Figure 10 , the absolute errors of the ratio estimator decrease followed with the increasing of the sample size of each sampling cycle. As the sample size comes to the lower limiting value n=30, the average absolute error reaches the peak value 0.12. It is difficult to deal with the fluctuation of absolute error of estimator, because the sample size n is a dynamic value during the process of ATS, and the sample size of current period is determined by the trust degree value of the previous cycle. Figure 12 is the diagram of accumulation of sample packets with respect to sampling cycles. In fact, the sample size of the SRS is constant (n=286), so the accumulative sample sizes of the SRS can be expressed a line in Figure 12 . Compared with the SRS, the accumulative sample sizes of the ATS has obviously slow rising trend. The core of P2P traffic identification system based on DPI is a multiple pattern matching algorithm of a string. It is well known that the DPI algorithm has high real-time performance analysis requirements. We apply the AC multiple pattern matching algorithm to the test program and its time complexity is O (n), and n represents to the matching length of the string [16] . Although the data from Figure 12 can't reflect the time complexity of SRS strategy and ATS strategy, it can reflect that the sample packets processing time of the ATS-based DPI algorithm is less than that of 
Conclusions
This paper briefly introduces the popular P2P traffic identification technology, and presents a system deployment environment and an ATS framework for P2P Traffic Inspection. Then, on the basis of some sample strategies such as the SRS strategy and the linear systematic sampling strategy and a logarithmic trust model, an ATS strategy and algorithm are presented. Finally, we build an experimental environment and sampling results show that, compared with the simple sampling method, on the premise of basic accuracy assurance, the ATS method can adapt to the dynamic change of sample size, effectively reduce the total sample size, mitigate the consumption of system resources to some extent, and achieve the purpose of P2P traffic sampling.
